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A B S T R A C T   

This paper investigates an unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem with a restrictive common due date. 
The objective is to minimize the total sum of earliness/tardiness costs. Using some properties of the problem such 
as V-Shaped property, optimizing start times of machines, and no idle time between successive jobs, we propose 
effective construction-based heuristics and local search algorithms for the problem. Using variants of the shortest 
and longest processing time dispatching rules and job assignment patterns, we propose four different con-
struction algorithms to have a balanced number of jobs or the workload per machine. We construct four 
deterministic and one stochastic solution improvement heuristic approaches using swap and reinsertion local 
search mechanisms. In the proposed reinsertion-based local search mechanism, the V-shaped property of each 
machine is used effectively to determine the proper positions in which the removed job is inserted. After both 
swap and reinsertion operators, a V-Shaped property preserving mechanism takes place to preserve the V-Shaped 
property of each machine. We also use an LP formulation in our proposed solution approaches to determine the 
optimum start times of machines for a given schedule. We compare our proposed heuristics against four meta-
heuristics, namely simulated annealing, genetic algorithm, artificial bee colony algorithm, and fast ruin and 
recreate algorithm. A simple lower bound for the optimal objective function value is proposed to show the ef-
ficiency of our proposed heuristics. We test our heuristics also in an identical machine environment. The 
experimental study reveals that the construction and the improvement heuristic methods including swap and 
reinsertion outperform metaheuristics and other heuristics in solution quality for both identical and unrelated 
machine environments.   

1. Introduction 

Today’s business environment is much more customer-centric than 
before. Due to fierce competition and technological developments, 
meeting customer requests is quite expected and extremely important 
for manufacturers. An unmet customer order may lead to the loss of the 
customer and market reputation. Therefore, commitments to promised 
due dates and completing jobs before the promised due dates are crucial 
for manufacturers. Yet, producing too early is not desired by manufac-
turers. When a job is completed before the promised due date, such a job 
is called an early job. An early job is not desired because it has to be 
stored in a warehouse, resulting in costs for inventory and insurance. 
When a job is completed after the promised due date, such a job is called 
a tardy job. A tardy job is not desired because the manufacturer loses 
some of its earnings due to the contract penalties as well as some 

goodwill and reputation. If all jobs have the same due date, then the 
problem is a scheduling problem with a common due date. The common 
due date scheduling problems with earliness/tardiness cost have been 
attractive for researchers for many years (Baker & Scudder, 1990). Due 
dates are considered as given or as a decision variable. In this study, we 
focus on unrelated parallel machine weighted earliness/tardiness 
scheduling with a given common due date. For a single machine earli-
ness/tardiness scheduling problem, the optimal sequence of the problem 
is V-shaped (Kanet, 1981). The V-shaped property shows that early jobs 
are sequenced in decreasing order of their ratios of processing times/ 
earliness weights and tardy jobs are sequenced in increasing order of 
their ratios of processing times/tardiness weights. Particularly for mul-
tiple machines in parallel, each machine’s sequence has the V-shaped 
property in the optimal schedule. The further properties for multiple 
machines in parallel are that the start time of the first job at any machine 
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can be greater than zero and there is no idle time between any two 
successive jobs. Furthermore, if any schedule of early jobs has a slack 
until the common due date, it is optimal to shift the starting time so that 
there is no slack time and this reduces unnecessary earliness. In this 
study, we propose construction and improvement algorithms for the 
problem using these properties. For all problem features and variants, 
we refer to Baker and Scudder (1990). 

Earliness/tardiness scheduling problem with distinct due dates or a 
common due date (pre-determined or as a decision variable) has been 
investigated for more than 30 years. Table 1 provides a detailed litera-
ture review for problems with distinct due dates or a common due date, 
weighted earliness/tardiness scheduling in the single and parallel ma-
chine environment. For the problem with a given common due date, 
there are two options for the common due date, i.e., restrictive and non- 
restrictive common due dates. The restrictive common due date gua-
rantees that there is one machine where the sum of processing times of 
jobs is certainly less than the restrictive common due date and all jobs 
cannot be processed in that machine before the common due date 
(Plateau and Rios-Solis, 2010, and Beyranvand et al., 2012). In the case 
of the non-restrictive common due date, all jobs can be processed in any 
machine before the common due date. In this paper, we consider the 
problem with the triple notation of Rm

⃒
⃒dj = D

⃒
⃒α

∑
Ej +β

∑
Tj where R 

denotes unrelated machines in parallel, dj = D expresses that each job’s 
due date dj is equal to the common due date D, Ej (Tj) is the earliness 
(tardiness) of job j and α(β) is the common earliness (tardiness) weight 
(costs) for all jobs. The objective of the problem is to minimize the sum 
of weighted earliness and tardiness of all jobs. All early (tardy) jobs have 
the same earliness (tardiness) weight in the objective function and this 
weight is α(β). 

To our best knowledge, the first paper investigates the problem 
where the objective is to minimize the cost combination of weighted 
earliness/tardiness and setting the common due date is Adamopoulos 
and Pappis (1998). They propose a heuristic that uses job assignment 
with the smallest workload for any machine and minimum flowtime 
differences among machines. Plateau and Rios-Solis (2010) propose a 
quadratic programming model for the problem with a restrictive com-
mon due date. Beyranvand et al. (2012) improve the quadratic pro-
gramming model of Plateau and Rios-Solis (2010) for the same problem. 
Arık (2020) proposes a Simulated Annealing (SA), an Artificial Bee 
Colony (ABC), and a Genetic Algorithm (GA) for the problem. Experi-
mental results in his study show that ABC among all proposed meta-
heuristics outperforms other metaheuristics. To our best knowledge, far 
the unrelated parallel machine environment, the best metaheuristics 
reported so are ABC of Arık (2020) and the best mathematical model is 
reported as quadratic programming model of Beyranvand et al. (2012). 

There have been recent papers in an identical parallel machine 
environment with weighted earliness/tardiness scheduling and a 
restrictive common due date. Alvarez-Valdes et al. (2015) propose Path 
relinking (PR) and Scatter search (SS) metaheuristics for the problem in 
an identical parallel machine environment. They use swap and 
insertion-based local search mechanisms in their proposed meta-
heuristics and they outperform the best-reported results of Kedad-Sid-
houm et al. (2008), who propose lower bounds and mathematical model 
for the problem. Lin et al. (2016) investigate the same problem in an 
identical parallel machine environment with the restrictive common due 
date. Lin et al. (2016) present a fast ruin-and-recreate (FR&R) algorithm 
that firstly destructs and then recreates a solution with a reinsertion- 
based local search operator. Furthermore, they state that their pro-
posed FR&R outperforms the algorithms of Alvarez-Valdes et al. (2015) 

Table 1 
Literature review.  

Authors Due date Due Date as Decision Variable Restrictive/ Non-restrictive Machine Objective Method 

Bagchi et al. (1987) C G RN S 1 CH 
De et al. (1994) C V  I 5 DP 
Cheng and Chen (1994) C V  I 5 CH 
Lee and Kim (1995) C G R I 1 GA 
Federgruen and Mosheiov (1997) C G RN I 1 CH 
Adamopoulos and Pappis (1998) C V  U 1 CH 
Biskup and Cheng (1999) C G R I 6 IH 
Chen and Powell (1999) C G N I 1 DA 
Diamond and Cheng (2000) C V  I 5 IH 
Mosheiov and Shadmon (2001) C G N I 1 IH 
Mosheiov (2001) C V  I 5 CH 
Xiao and Li (2002) C V  I 5 CH 
Sun and Wang (2003) C G RN I 1 DP, IH 
Mosheiov and Yovel (2006) C V  I 5 CH 
Min and Cheng (2006) C V  I 5 GA 
Mönch and Unbehaun (2007) C G RN I 3 GA 
Rios-Solis and Sourd (2008) C G R I 1 DP 
Huynh Tuong and Soukhal (2010) D V  I 5 IH 
Plateau and Rios-Solis (2010) C G R U 1 QP 
Srirangacharyulu and Srinivasan (2011) C G R I 4 BB 
Drobouchevitch and Sidney (2012) C V  Ur 5 IH 
Kim et al. (2012) C V  I 5 SA, TS 
Beyranvand et al. (2012) C G R U 1 QP 
Alvarez-Valdes et al. (2015) C G R I 1 PR, SS 
Lin et al. (2016) C G R I 1 FR&R 
Arık (2020) C G R U 2 ABC, SA, GA 
T’kindt et al. (2020) C G N I 1 DP, IH 
Our paper C G R U 2 CH, IH 

Due Date: Common (C), Distinct (D). 
Due Date as Decision Variable: Given (G), Decision Variable (V). 
Restrictive / Non-restrictive: Restrictive (R), Non-restrictive (N). 
Machine: Single machine (S), Identical parallel machine (I), Unrelated parallel machine (U), Uniform parallel machine (Ur). 

Objective: 
∑n

j=1

(
αjEj +βjTj

)
(1), 

∑n
j=1

(
αEj +βTj

)
(2) , 

∑n
j=1

(
Ej +Tj

)
(3), 

∑n
j=1

(
Ej

2 +Tj
2) (4), 

∑n
j=1

(
αjEj +βjTj +γjD

)
(5), 

∑n
j=1

(
αjEj +βjTj +θjCj

)
(6). 

Method: Construction heuristic (CH), Improvement heuristic (IH), Dynamic programming (DP), Genetic algorithm (GA), Decomposition algorithm (DA), Branch-and- 
Bound algorithm (BB), Simulated annealing (SA), Tabu search (TS), Quadratic programming (QP), Path relinking (PR), Scatter search (SS), Fast ruin & recreate 
(FR&R), Artificial bee colony (ABC). 
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when applied to the same benchmark instances. According to the re-
ported literature, the best so far effective metaheuristic for the problem 
in an identical parallel machine environment is FR&R. T’kindt et al. 
(2020) proposed heuristics for the problem with symmetric earliness/ 
tardiness weights and an unrestrictive common due date. 

Unrelated parallel machine scheduling is quite common in practice 
among manufacturers from different industries. Some examples that we 
are aware of are scheduling of production of steel machinery and in-
dustrial cables. These manufacturers use alternative machines are used 
for production. To achieve production targets and meet customer due 
dates, manufacturers put internal measures on earliness and tardiness to 
reach due dates either set internally or directly by customers. Despite 
being common in practice, the paper son unrelated machine scheduling 
receives relatively less attention. The known approaches are quadratic 
programming (Beyranvand et al., 2012) and general-purpose solution 
approaches such as GA, SA, and ABC (Arık, 2020). Our paper contributes 
unrelated parallel machine scheduling by proposing a solution con-
struction and improvement algorithm considering known properties of 
the optimal schedule for the problem. As can be seen in Table 1, we 
particularly differ from the majority of papers that propose solution 
algorithms for parallel machine scheduling with a restrictive common 
due date by (i) having a weighted earliness and tardiness with equal 
early and tardy weights, and (ii) having unrelated parallel machines. 
The unrelated parallel machine case in scheduling problem is more 
matched to the real-life companies’ machine shops and it is the gener-
alization of other identical and uniform machine cases. 

The literature in Table 1 does not include papers about parallel 
machine scheduling with additional constraints such as sequence- 
dependent setup times, release dates, batch processing, learning and/ 
or deterioration effect, multiple agents, and fuzzy processing times. 
There are some remarkable papers about the problem with additional 
constraints. We refer to Bank and Werner (2001) for problems with 
release dates, Toksarı & Güner (2008, 2009, 2010a,b) for problems with 
learning and deterioration with the common due date, Gerstl and 
Mosheiov (2013) for problems with two agents, Zhang et al. (2018) for 
problems with deteriorating processing times, Arık and Toksarı (2018) 
for fuzzy multi-objective problems with fuzzy learning and deterioration 
effects, Ekici et al. (2019) for the problems with machine-job compati-
bility restrictions, and workload balance requirements, and Rocholl and 
Mönch (2021) for the problem with the non-restrictive common due 
date in a real-life manufacturing problem. Jia et al. (2020) investigate a 
parallel batching machine scheduling problem with three objectives 
including weighted earliness/tardiness cost function. 

In this paper, we consider a weighted earliness/tardiness scheduling 
problem with the restrictive common due date in identical and unrelated 
parallel machine environments. Considering that each machine has the 
V-Shaped property, we use two well-known dispatching rules to build 
our construction algorithm. These rules are weighted shortest processing 
time (WSPT) and weighted longest processing time (WLPT). In case 
weights are the same in the problem, we use SPT (LPT) rule. We further 
take into account the balance (either number of jobs or machine work-
load) at each machine. Observing that most effective metaheuristics in 
the literature in identical parallel machines (FR&R, SS, and PR) use swap 
and reinsertion-based local search mechanisms, we use swap and rein-
sertions based local search to construct our improvement heuristics. We 
also use the V-shaped property to decide on reinsertions. In this way, we 
avoid poor or unnecessary solutions. We consider a final step to preserve 
the V-shaped sequence for each machine. Furthermore, the property of 
start times of machines is optimized for solutions generated by our 
construction and improvement heuristics. Our approach contributes to 
the literature by proposing novel solution construction and improve-
ment algorithms that use the V-shaped property of each machine and 
optimal start times of machines for unrelated parallel machines with two 
objectives. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define 
the problem and introduce its properties. In Section 3, we introduce four 

novel construction algorithms for the problem. In Section 4, swap and 
reinsertion-based local search mechanisms, preserving V-shaped solu-
tion mechanism and five improvement heuristics are introduced. Section 
5 contains test instances and experimental results of all compared al-
gorithms. In the end, Section 6 draws conclusions for the study and 
presents the directions for future research. 

2. Problem definition 

We consider a set J of jobs and a set I of the machine, in which each 
job is denoted by j ∈ J and each machine is denoted by i ∈ I. All jobs 
have a given common due dateD. The tardiness of job j is calculated as 

Tj = max
(
Cj − D, 0

)
∀j (1) 

where Cj is the completion time of the job j. The earliness of job j is 
calculated as 

Ej = max
(
D − Cj, 0

)
∀j (2) 

Our objective is to minimize the sum of earliness/tardiness costs and 
this is denoted by 

f = α
∑n

j=1
Ej + β

∑n

j=1
Tj (3) 

where α is the cost for earliness per unit time and β is the cost for 
tardiness per unit time. We assume that earliness (tardiness) penalty cost 
is the same for all early (tardy) jobs. The earliness costs are typically less 
than the tardiness costs in real-life applications (yet, in our numerical 
experiments we allow the opposite case where the earliness cost is more 
than the tardiness cost because we want to figure out how our algo-
rithms works in such a case. Since the problem is in an unrelated parallel 
machine environment, the processing time of each job differs per each 
machine and Pij denotes the processing time of job j for machine i. A job 
can be assigned to any of the unrelated machines in parallel. 

There are two variants of common due dates as restrictive and 
unrestrictive, respectively. If there is a machine i such that 

∑n
j=1Pij > D 

(Plateau and Rios-Solis, 2010, and Beyranvand et al., 2012), then all jobs 
may not be completed in the time interval of [0,D]. In that case, this 
given common due date is called as the restrictive common due date 
(DR). If 

∑n
j=1Pij ≤ D∀i (Plateau and Rios-Solis, 2010, and Beyranvand 

et al., 2012), then the common due date is called the unrestrictive 
common due date (DU). 

We make the following assumptions that are typical for parallel 
machine scheduling problems with restrictive common due dates 
(Plateau and Rios-Solis, 2010, and Beyranvand et al., 2012): 

Each machine can only process at most one job at the same time. 
No job can be processed by more than one machine at the same time. 
All machines are ready to process jobs at zero start time. 
All machines are available when they are required to process a job. 
Processing times of jobs, the restrictive common due date, and costs 

for earliness and tardiness are non-negative. 
Preemption is not allowed. 
The number of machines (m) is less than the number of jobs (n) for 

eliminating trivial cases. 
We further characterize the following properties for our problem: 
Property 1: There is no idle time between the execution of a pair of 

jobs. 
Property 2: For each machine i, either a job ends exactly at time D or 

the beginning of the schedule is at time 0. 
Property 3: For each machine i, jobs that are completed before or at 

the restrictive common due date D are in the increasing order of ratios 
αj/Pij. Jobs that start after D are in the decreasing order of ratios βj/Pij. 

Property 3 defines the V-Shaped property. Our problem is charac-
terized by Rm

⃒
⃒dj = D

⃒
⃒α

∑
Ej +β

∑
Tj These properties are the same with 

Plateau and Rios-Solis (2010), which is described as Rm
⃒
⃒dj = D

⃒
⃒
∑

αjEj +
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∑
αjTj. In any non-delay schedule, there is no arbitrary (forced) waiting 

time for machines while jobs wait in the queue to be processed. Property 
1 of the optimal schedule for the problem is a requirement of the 
schedule to be a non-delay schedule. Note that it is trivial to show that 
increasing idle time between adjacent jobs increases the earliness and 
tardiness costs because these costs are dependent on the completion 
times of jobs and completion times increase while the idle time in the 
schedule increases. Property 2 is about the start times of machines in the 
optimal schedule. For the same job sequences in the machines, in order 
to obtain the optimal earliness and tardiness costs, the start times of the 
first jobs should either be zero (to minimize tardiness costs) or if there is 
some slack time, the last job should finish just at the due date (to 
minimize earliness costs). Property 3 is about the V-shaped property of 
the problem. In the optimal sequence, each single machine in parallel 
has the V-shaped property. According to this property, the early jobs in 
each machine in the optimal schedule are ordered in decreasing order of 
their weighted processing times and the tardy jobs in each machine in 
the optimal schedule are ordered in increasing order of their weighted 
processing times. Property 3 has been proved for single machine earli-
ness/tardiness scheduling problems. We refer to Raghavachari (1986), 
Bector et al. (1989), Sarin et al. (1991), and Arık (2021a) for proof of the 
V-shaped property. 

Hall and Posner (1991) prove that the weighted earliness/tardiness 
scheduling problem in the single machine environment is NP-hard. Since 
that problem is a special case of our problem, our problem is NP-hard as 
well. 

3. A linear programming model for optimizing start times of 
machines 

In this section, we introduce an LP model for optimizing the start 
times of machines. This introduced LP model is a common function of all 
proposed solution construction algorithms and solution improvement 
algorithms. For given sequences of jobs in machines and the common 
due date, start times of machines are optimized within this introduced 
model. 

Indices: 
i: index for machines 
r: index for jobs (positions in a machine) 
Parameters: 
Pir: the processing time of the job that is assigned to position r of 

machinei 
Xir : if a job is assigned to position r of machine i, it is 1. Otherwise, it 

is 0. 
α : the earliness penalty 
β : the tardiness penalty 
D : the common due date 
Decision Variables: 
Cir : the completion time of the job assigned to position r of machine i 
Sir : the starting time of the job assigned to position r of machine i 
Ai : the starting time of machine i to process jobs 
Eir : the earliness of the job assigned to position r of machine i 
Tir : the tardiness of the job assigned to position r of machine i 
Objective function: 

minα
∑m

i=1

∑n

r=1
Eir + β

∑m

i=1

∑n

r=1
Tir (4) 

Constraints 

Cir = Sir +Pir.Xir∀r, j (5)  

Si1 = Ai∀i (6)  

Sir = Cir− 1∀i, ∀r > 1 (7)  

Cir.Xir +Eir.Xir − Tir.Xir = D.Xir∀r, j (8)  

Cir, Sir,Eir, Tir ≥ 0∀r, j (9)  

Ai ≥ 0∀i (10) 

The objective function (4) is to minimize the earliness/tardiness cost 
of the problem where sequences of machines are given. Constraint (5) 
assures that the completion time of the job that is assigned to positionr of 
machine i is equal to the sum of its starting time and the processing time 
of the assigned job (if a job is assigned to position r of machine i). 
Constraint (6) shows that starting time of the first job in machinei de-
pends on a decision variable to minimize the objective function value. 
Constraint (7) shows that the starting time of the job in position r of 
machine i equals to the completion time of the job assigned in the pre-
vious position of the same machine. Constraint (8) assures necessary 
calculations of earliness and tardiness durations if there is an assigned 
job in any position of any machine. Constraints (9–10) show necessary 
domains of decision variables. 

4. Construction algorithms 

We propose four different construction algorithms for our problem. 
We use the V-shaped property to assign jobs to machines. Therefore, we 
apply SPT and LPT dispatching rules to find the initial solutions for the 
problem. We employ four variants named IS1, IS2, IS3, and IS4 to find 
the initial solutions. All algorithms except IS1 assign early jobs until no 
job can be assigned before the common due date. Then they try to assign 
tardy jobs after the common due date. The start times of machines are 
optimized after constructing the initial solution, using a linear pro-
gramming (LP) solver (Cplex 12.7) is used for a given schedule obtained 
from the initial solution algorithms. Optimizing the start times of ma-
chines may disrupt the V-Shaped sequences of machines but after initial 
solutions are constructed, a V-shaped property preserving mechanism 
(introduced in Section 5) may use to regulate sequences of machines. 
Furthermore, we present a numerical example for the proposed con-
struction algorithms. 

We use the following notation and encoding schema. We consider a 
matrix π having m rows and n columns where m is the number of ma-
chines and n is the number of jobs. We use a matrix representation to 
simplify the solution representation. In this representation, there are n* 
m cells. Each cell represents an assigned job on a certain position of a 
machine. If any cell is empty, then there is no assigned job in that po-
sition of that machine. Each machine has n positions (cells) so there is a 
hypothetical possibility for assigning all jobs to one machine. However, 
the characteristics of the problem will force the solution approaches to 
separate jobs among machines. Thus, there are n full cells and (n − 1)*m 
empty cells in a solution. Other notations are r (position index of the 
machine in parallel), Ok (Boolean array for determining the machine 
workload exceeds D or not), and S (sets for unassigned jobs). 

4.1. IS1 algorithm 

The IS1 algorithm starts with the first position of the first machine 
(without loss of generality machine 1) to assign jobs. Then the IS1 al-
gorithm assigns jobs to the first positions of the remaining machines by 
using the shortest processing time / longest processing time (SPT/LPT) 
dispatching rule. When all first positions of the machines are filled, then 

Fig. 1. Job assignment path of the IS1 algorithm.  
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the procedure in Fig. 1 continues to assign jobs to the second positions of 
machines by starting from the machine to which the last job is assigned. 
In this way, a zigzagging pattern is followed. This is repeated until there is 
no unassigned job. In this way, we mimic the V-shape property while 
constructing a solution. Yet, we note that, as we demonstrate later in our 
experimental study, this does not guarantee optimality. For a selected 
machine, for each possible unassigned job, the procedure checks if the 
completion time of the assigned job at the selected machine is higher 
than the common due date D or not. Among all possible jobs with a 
completion time less than or equal to D, the procedure selects the job 
with the LPT. When the workload of any machine exceeds D, the job is 
assigned but as a tardy job. Shortly, the algorithm uses the longest 
processing time until the workload of the machine exceeds D for the first 
time. Among all possible jobs with a completion time higher than D, the 
procedure selects the job with the SPT. The pseudo-code of the IS1 al-
gorithm is given in Appendix A. Fig. 1 also shows the job assignment 
path of the IS1 algorithm for a problem with 3 machines and 6 jobs. 

4.2. IS2 algorithm 

The IS2 algorithm, starting from the common due date D, assigns jobs 
by moving backward (from right to left). In that way, i.e., by starting 
from the due date and going backward, it first assigns early jobs. It uses 
the SPT rule to select an early job and assigns it to the machine with the 
smallest workload. Jobs are assigned to machines as early jobs until time 
zero. If a job exceeds time zero, it is not assigned. After assigning early 
jobs, the IS2 algorithm assigns tardy jobs, by starting from a further time 
ahead without considering the common due date (as they are already 
late) and moving backward (from right to left). It uses the LPT rule for 
assigning a tardy job to the machine with the smallest workload. Once 
all late jobs are assigned they are shifted to the left until the common due 
date D. These two partial solutions are combined to build an initial so-
lution for the problem. Yet, exact start times of jobs at assigned machines 
are determined by using an LP solver after constructing the initial so-
lution. The LPT rule in IS2 assigns the jobs with LPT to the last positions 
of machines to create a reverse-LPT sequence from a further time to the 
common due date. IS2 assigns jobs to machines to have balanced 
workloads for all machines as much as possible by assigning jobs to the 
machines with the smallest workload. Fig. 2.a and 2.b show the two 
partial solutions. These partial solutions are merged to construct the 
initial solution as seen from Fig. 2.c. The pseudo-code of the IS2 algo-
rithm is given in Appendix B. 

4.3. IS3 algorithm 

Similar to IS2, the IS3 algorithm assigns early jobs by using a reverse- 
SPT rule (from the common due date to zero start time using the SPT 
rule) first. Different from IS2, tardy jobs are assigned by using an SPT 
rule starting from the common due date D. Similar to IS1, IS3 follows a 
pattern to assign jobs to machines evenly in number. Different from IS2, 
IS3 assigns jobs to machines to have balanced numbers of jobs in all 
machines as much as possible. It starts with the first machine’s last 
position and assigns early jobs and after assigning a job to the first 
machine’s last position, it assigns the next job to the second machine’s 
last position. After fulfilling the last positions of machines, it continues 
with (n-1)th positions of machines. For example, to assign early jobs, 
this process is repeated until start time zero is reached or there is no 
assignable job left for all machines as an early job. The partial solutions 
and the final solution are shown in Fig. 3. The pseudo-code of the IS3 
algorithm is given in Appendix C. 

4.4. IS4 algorithm 

The IS4 algorithm assigns early jobs as in the IS2 algorithm by using 
the reverse-SPT rule. The algorithm uses the SPT rule to select tardy jobs 
and assigns them to the machine with the smallest workload. It assigns 
tardy jobs from the common due date to further time (from left to right). 
The main difference between IS3 and IS4 is that IS4 assigns jobs to 
machines to have balanced workloads for all machines as much as 
possible and IS3 assigns jobs to machines to have balanced numbers of 
jobs in all machines as much as possible. The pseudo-code of the IS4 
algorithm is given in Appendix D. 

4.5. A numerical example for construction algorithms 

Let us have 10 jobs and 2 different machines in parallel. The pro-
cessing times of jobs are given in Table 2. The common due date for all 
jobs is 21. 

When we apply IS1 to our example, using LPT for machine 1, job 1 is 
assigned to the first position of machine 1. We move to machine 2, and 
using LPT for machine 2, we assign job 5 using a lexicographic order as a 
tiebreaker. Using zigzagging and the LPT, we continue with machine 2 
and we assign job 7 to that machine. After each assignment, we check 
machines’ total workloads. We continue to assign jobs in this manner 
until the common due date is reached. Then, we continue constructing 

Fig. 2. The IS2 algorithm’s construction phases; (a) determining early jobs, (b) determining tardy jobs, (c) constructing the complete initial solution, and deter-
mining start times of machines. 
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sequences for machines by using the SPT rule and zigzagging, When we 
assign all jobs, we obtain the schedule in Fig. 4. 

When we apply the IS2 algorithm, we start with early jobs and use 
the reverse-SPT rule (from the common due date to zero start time) until 
there is no assignable job as early. The job with the smallest processing 
time and smallest job index for machine 1 is job 4 and the best job for 
machine 2 is job 2. We assign jobs in this manner until there is no job 
that can be assigned as an early job before the common due date. The 
partial sequences are obtained as 5–8-9–3-4 and 7–10-6–2 for machine 1 
and machine 2, respectively. The machine workloads are 16 and 20 for 
machines, and there is only job1 as unassigned. Job 1 cannot be assigned 
as an early job in the current case. Because there is no possible job for 
being early, we start to use the reverse-LPT rule to assign the jobs with 
the longest processing times to machines with the smallest workload. We 
assign job 1 to machine 2. The partial sequence for tardy jobs is job 1 for 
machine 2. At the end, we merge all partial sequences as 5–8-9–3-4 and 
7–10-6–1-1 for machine 1 and machine 2, respectively. This schedule 
can be seen in the Gantt chart illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that since our 
objective is to minimize weighted tardiness and earliness, last job before 
the due date any machine does not have to finish exactly at the due data, 
e.g., job 2 at machine 2 finishes 1 day before the due date. As seen from 
Fig. 5, new starting times for machines can be easily found by the LP 

solver to minimize total earliness/tardiness cost. 
The IS3 algorithm starts with the last positions of all machines and it 

continues with (n-1)th positions of machines by starting from the first 
machine to the last machine. We firstly find the best job for machine 1 
and assign it in the last position of machine 1. Job 4 is assigned to the last 
position of machine 1 and job 2 is assigned to the last position of the 
second machine. In this manner, we assign early jobs with the reverse- 
SPT rule until there is no assignable early job before the common due 
date. The partial sequences of early jobs are 7–5-9–3-4 for machine 1 
and 10–8-6–2 for machine 2. The machine workloads are 21 and 17 for 
machines, and there is only job 1 as unassigned. We assign job 1 to 
machine 1. The partial sequence for tardy jobs is job 1 for machine 1. In 
the end, we merge all partial sequences as 7–5-9–3-4–1 and 10–8-6–2 2 
for machine 1 and machine 2, respectively. The schedule obtained by the 
IS3 algorithm can be seen in the Gantt chart illustrated in Fig. 6. An LP 
solver can be used to decrease the total earliness/tardiness cost of the 
solution illustrated in Fig. 6 by determining new start times for 
machines. 

The IS4 algorithm constructs the same solution build by the IS3 al-
gorithm. Since both algorithms use the same reverse-SPT rule for early 
jobs, the partial solution for early jobs is the same for these algorithms. 
Since there is only job 1 remained as tardy jobs, the partial solution for 
tardy jobs includes only one job. Job#1 is assigned to machine 2 ac-
cording to the SPT rule. Thus, the schedule obtained from the IS2 and the 
IS4 algorithms is the same for this numerical example. This schedule can 
be seen in the Gantt chart illustrated in Fig. 6. 

5. Proposed improvement heuristic algorithms 

In this section, we propose four deterministic and one stochastic 
improvement heuristic algorithm for our problem. After the construc-
tion phase with any introduced solution construction algorithms intro-
duced previously, we use these algorithms to improve the solution found 
by the construction phase. We use three local search mechanisms. These 
are “swap”, “move” and “reinsertion” operations in our improvement 
heuristics. The “swap” and “move” operators are simple swapping op-
erations with a small difference. The “swap” operation swaps two jobs in 
the given schedule. The “move” operation moves one job from its cur-
rent position in a machine to the first empty position of another ma-
chine. Yet, the way we formulate these moves and swaps allows us to 
define these operators with a single operator. Therefore, we call them 

Fig. 3. The IS3 algorithm’s construction phases; (a) determining early jobs, (b) determining tardy jobs, (c) constructing the complete initial solution, and deter-
mining start times of machines. 

Table 2 
Processing times of jobs for the numerical example.  

Machine/Job 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Machine 1 10 6 2 1 7 3 9 4 2 7 
Machine 2 9 3 4 3 8 3 8 5 4 6  

Fig. 4. Solution for the numerical example obtained by the IS1 algorithm.  
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“swap-move”. The “reinsert” operation selects and removes a job from 
the schedule and it reinserts it to another proper position. There is a job 
selection mechanism in heuristics that uses a reinsertion-based local 
search mechanism to determine which job is going to be removed. To 
avoid misunderstanding, we use some terms for certain algorithms and 
their components, i.e., construction for initial solution algorithms, 
improvement for solution approaches, local search mechanism for swap 
and reinsertion operations, and neighbor for variable neighbor selection 
algorithm. 

Using these operations we build the following five improvement 
heuristics: 

HR-Swap uses only “swap-move” operations. 
HR-RS uses only a reinsertion-based local search mechanism. 
HR-RS&Swap applies “swap-move” operation after reinsertion of the 

selected job to a proposer position. It applies swapping operations first 
and then reinsertion until no there is no improvement. 

HR-VNS, using variable neighbor selection (VNS), determines at each 
iteration which operation (reinsertion and swapping) is applied using a 
deterministic algorithm. 

HR-RWS is similar to HR-VNS but it uses a stochastic roulette wheel 
selection (RWS) mechanism to select swapping or reinsertion 
operations. 

We use HR as an abbreviation of heuristic to name the improvement 
heuristics in this study. HR-Swap swaps and moves jobs from the 
schedule by using a certain search rule, while the search rule of the other 
four algorithms is changed after a certain number of jobs are selected. 
The details of this job selection mechanism are given in heuristics with 
reinsertion-based local search. We may use anyone of our proposed so-
lution construction algorithms to generate initial solutions for our 
improvement heuristics. For each solution generated by improvement 
heuristics, the start times of machines of each solution generated by 
moving, swapping and/or reinserting jobs are optimized with a Cplex 
12.7 solver in the proposed heuristics. All proposed heuristics use a 
common function that is the preserving V-shaped property function in 
Appendix F. This function simply compares processing times of 
consecutive jobs in a machine and swap their positions. If compared 
jobs’ positions are before (after) due date, the function arranges the 
sequence with LPT (SPT) rule. With this function, the V-shaped property 

of a machine is preserved after each moving, swapping and/or rein-
serting operation. The total earliness/tardiness cost of the new solution 
is calculated and the best solution is updated based on that solution. As 
the termination criterion for algorithms, a predetermined elapsed time 
in milliseconds is used. The rest of this section presents the details of our 
improvement heuristics. 

5.1. HR-Swap heuristic 

HR-Swap heuristic uses nested loops to select swap and move oper-
ator. After selecting two cells from the given schedule; if two cells have 
jobs, this generates a “swap” operation of two jobs. If only one cell has a 
job, then this generates a “move” operation of a job from one machine to 
another machine. Using a nested loop, HR-Swap either selects cells to be 
swapped or selects a job to be moved to another machine. If two selected 
cells are empty, then the algorithm skips this step and continues with the 
next iteration. While iterating the nested loop, redundant moves, e.g., 
selecting two empty cells are eliminated. HR-Swap heuristic consists of 
swapping/moving operation of selected cells, preserving V-shaped 
property of machines (see Appendix F), calculating new solution cost 
(see Appendix G), and updating the best solution. The preserving V- 
Shaped property in Appendix F is a common component for all proposed 
improvement heuristics and it rearranges the sequence of each machine 
after the swap, move or reinsertion operations for a given sequence and 
a start time of that machine. Before (after) the common due date, this 
component of the algorithm orders jobs in their decreasing (increasing) 
order of processing times. If the new solution’s objective function value 
is less than the current solution, the current solution is replaced with a 
new solution. In order to calculate total earliness/tardiness cost, the 
function in Appendix G is used for all proposed heuristics. These steps 
are repeated until the termination criterion is satisfied. The pseudo-code 
of the HR-Swap is given in Appendix E. 

5.2. HR-RS and HR-RS&Swap heuristics 

Instead of using nested loops to select a job, the HR-RS heuristic has a 
different job selection mechanism for the “reinsertion“ operation. The 
reinsertion operation indicates that a job is selected and removed from 

Fig. 5. Solution for the numerical example obtained by the IS2 algorithm; (a) with zero-start times of machines and (b) with optimized start times of machines.  

Fig. 6. Solution for the numerical example obtained by the IS3 algorithm; (a) with zero-start times of machines and (b) with optimized start times of machines.  
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the given schedule and it is reinserted to proper positions of the partial 
solution. HR-RS and HR-RS&Swap heuristics use the same job selection 
mechanism. The pseudo-code for the HR-RS heuristic is given in Ap-
pendix H. They differ in their local search mechanisms. The job selection 
mechanism in Appendix H is designed to deterministically select n/2 
different cells per machine. Since we use a solution representation that 
has n rows and m columns, each machine has n cells. The job selection 
mechanism firstly selects certain n/2 cells of each machine (even most of 
these cells are empty). If the selected cell doesn’t have a job then, the 
algorithm doesn’t use that cell and the selection mechanism selects 
another job. After selecting these n/2 cells, the algorithm changes its 
selection rule and selects other n/2 cells. For illustration, of this common 
component of improvement algorithms, there is a solution presentation 
for a problem with 10 jobs and 2 machines in Fig. 7 (a). Since our so-
lution is represented with a matrix format, there are cells for each ma-
chine and there are 20 cells in the solution as seen in Fig. 7 (a). All jobs 
are expressed in cells with their job indices. If a cell is expressed with 0, 
then that cell is empty. The first 10 cells that are going to be selected in 
the first selection direction are seen in Fig. 7 (b). The selection order of 
cells can be found by seeing the order indices of cells that are above cells, 
i.e., the first machine’s first cell is selected for removing and reinserting. 
Then the second cell that is the last machine’s last cell is selected but it is 
not used for removing and reinserting because it is empty. After 10 cells 
are selected within the first selection direction, the algorithm changes its 
selection direction to select other cells. The cells are selected within the 
second selection direction are seen in Fig. 7 (c). Thus algorithm selects 
evenly all cells (jobs) after two changes in the selection direction. Since 
there are only two selection directions, the algorithm successively uses 
them. This goes on until the termination of the algorithm. 

If the selected cell is empty, the algorithm does not use that cell and 
selects another cell. HR-RS algorithm uses Reinsertion local search 
mechanism illustrated with a pseudo-code in Appendix I HR-RS&Swap 
algorithm uses Reinsertion and Swap local search mechanisms illus-
trated with pseudo-codes in Appendix I and Appendix J. After a job is 
selected, this job is removed from the current solution and reinserted to 
all proper positions of the solution. This step can be seen in Appendix I. 
For a removed job, there are m*npossible positions. But we decrease this 
number by using some insertion rules. For reinsertion of a removed job 

to any position in the schedule, these rules are 
Jobs are either reinserted to a different machine (as early or late) or 

to the same machine but with a different early/tardy position (e.g., as a 
tardy job if it was an early job before in the same machine). 

Whether it is an early or tardy job, jobs are reinserted such that V- 
shape is preserved. 

The Reinsertion phase is the same for HR-RS and HR-RS&Swap 
heuristics. In addition to the reinsertion phase, the HR-RS&Swap heu-
ristic uses swap operation for the removed jobs. For a selected job, there 
are m*n possible swap pairs. We restrict this number by finding the last 
job’s index per machine. If we assume that jobs are evenly distributed to 
machines, then this number decreases to almost m + n. After generating 
a new schedule within any step of reinsertion or swap local search 
mechanisms, starting times of machines are optimized by a Cplex 12.7 
solver. By using starting times of machines, the new schedule is forced to 
be V-Shaped as illustrated in Appendix F. The algorithm compares the 
neighbour solution and the best solution in the memory to decide the 
best solution. If a neighbour solution’s objective function value is less 
than the current best solution, the best current solution is replaced with 
a new solution. In order to calculate total earliness/tardiness cost, the 
function in Appendix G is used for all proposed heuristics. This goes on 
until the predetermined termination criterion is satisfied. In order to 
satisfy the predetermined termination criterion on time, the algorithm 
continuously checks the elapsed time. 

5.3. HR-VNS and HR-RWS heuristics 

As we mention, we propose two heuristics that use the same swap 
and reinsertion-based local search operators. HR-VNS uses a determin-
istic selection mechanism for local search operators just like in the 
classical VNS algorithm. HR-RWS uses a stochastic RWS selection 
mechanism. These improvement algorithms use the same job selection 
mechanism that is introduced in Appendix J for HR-RS and HR- 
RS&Swap algorithms. 

In the HR-RWS algorithm, each local search operation has a proba-
bility (weight) that is equal to each other at the beginning. In each 
iteration in RWS, a random real number between 0 and 1 is generated 
and the local search operation that has a cumulative probability 

Fig. 7. The job selection mechanism, (a) solution representation, (b) the first job selection direction, (c) the second job selection direction.  
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matching with the generated real number is selected. These probabilities 
are updated after each φ iterations according to their success scores. If 
the selected local search operation improves the solution, its score is 
increased by 50 as suggested by Ribeiro and Laporte (2012). Weights of 
operators are calculated considering their success scores and the reac-
tion factor η that controls how quickly the weight adjustment algorithm 
reacts to changes in the effectiveness of operators. Then probabilities are 
recalculated for next φ iterations. We used the reaction factor η = 10− 2 

as suggested by Ribeiro and Laporte (2012). In our earlier experiments, 
we discovered that φ = 5 gives better results for our problems than φ =

50 suggested by Ribeiro and Laporte (2012). All steps of HR-RWS are 
given in Appendix K. 

HR-VNS algorithm use swap operation until there is no improve-
ment, then it uses reinsertion operation until there is an improvement. 
HR-VNS algorithm starts to improve the solution with swap operation. If 
the executed swap local search operation improves the solution, then the 
algorithm continues to use the swap operation. Otherwise, it starts to use 
reinsertion in the next iterations until achieving improvement in the 
solution. Then, it returns to use swap again. The pseudo-code and details 
are given in Appendix L for HR-RWS. Both algorithms assign the current 
solution in place of the best solution in the memory, its objective func-
tion value is less than the best solution’s objective function value at each 
iteration and they end when the predetermined termination criterion is 
satisfied. 

6. Experimental study 

In this section, we test the performance of the construction and 
improvement heuristic algorithms that we propose. We generate 16 test 
groups. The numbers of jobs (machines) in instances vary from 100 (5) 
to 400 (20) by increments of 100 (5). In each group, there are 10 
different instances. The processing times in instances are generated from 
a uniform distribution between 1 and 20, e.g., Pij U[1, 20]. For the 
objective function costs (α, β), we consider three values (2,3), (3,2), 
(2,2). We use these sets to represent three cases: α < β, α > β, and α = β. 
In real life, the earliness penalty is expected to be less than the tardiness 
penalty but we consider other cases to show our methods’ performance 
in any case. We use the common due date calculation method in Bank 
and Werner (2001) to set common due dates: 

DR =

⌊
1
3

n
m

P
⌋

(11) 

where 

P =

∑m
i=1

∑n
j=1Pij

nm
(12) 

To evaluate and show the efficiency of proposed solution ap-
proaches, we apply 3 metaheuristic algorithms from the literature. 
These are ABC, SA, and GA algorithms proposed by Arık (2020) and 
FR&R algorithm proposed by Lin et al. (2016). The study of Arık (2020) 
investigated the same problem without optimizing the start times of 
machines and it is a recent study. The FR&R algorithm is the best so far 
solution approach reported for the identical parallel machine environ-
ment with the restrictive common due date. Furthermore, we have four 
construction algorithms and five improvement algorithms for 
comparison. 

In order to determine a lower bound for the problem of Rm
⃒
⃒dj 

= DR
⃒
⃒α

∑
Ej + β

∑
Tj, we solve the identical parallel machine problem 

by assuming that all processing times are equal to the minimum pro-
cessing time of the instance. We use the optimal objective function value 
of this problem as a lower bound on that of our original problem. This 
holds because the identical machine problem is a special case of our 
problem with strictly shorter processing times. The integer linear pro-
gramming (ILP) formulation of this problem, which provides a lower 
bound for our problem, is given in Appendix M. We solved this ILP 

problem optimally using Cplex 12.7 solver. The Cplex 12.7 solver also 
determines machine start times with objective function value as a lower 
bound of Rm

⃒
⃒dj = DR

⃒
⃒α

∑
Ej + β

∑
Tj. In order to compare algorithms, 

we consider the average percentage deviation (APD) by using lower 
bound as follows: 

APD =
1
IR

∑IR

l=1

fl − flb

flb
(13) 

where flb is lower bound of the problem, fl is the lth execution of the 
solution approach and IR is the number of independent runs of each 
method. In this study, IR is set to 5 for all algorithms. All compared 
construction heuristics, improvement heuristics and metaheuristics 
were coded in C++ and ran on a workstation desktop having an Intel 
Xeon E-2136 CPU @ 3.30 GHz and 16 GB RAM. All algorithms for all test 
instance are executed one by one by using one core of the CPU. The 
running times for the constructive algorithms, local search procedures, 
and the preserving V-shape property are O(nm) for IS1, IS2, IS3, IS4, and 
the Swap based local search. The running time for the reinsertion based 
local search is O(n2m) .The running time for the preserving V-shape 
property is O(n2). The codes of all algorithms are available in supple-
mentary materials. 

6.1. Determining the best initial solution for improvement heuristics 

To select the best construction algorithm to be used as input for 
improvement algorithms and metaheuristics, we compare construction 
algorithms. Table 3 presents the APD of all test instances with different 
objective function sets. The best APD values are marked with bold font 
in Table 3. For investigating the impact of starting times of machines on 
the solution quality, we consider two options: optimizing start times of 
machines and assuming zero start times for all machines. Table 4 shows 
the summary of assignment methods of construction algorithms. 

As seen from Table 3, except for IS1, optimizing the start times of 
machines increases the solution quality. The solution quality of IS1 does 
not dependent on the start times of machines because IS1 uses the LPT 
rule, early jobs become jobs with the longest durations and these jobs are 
hard to move towards the deadline as they occupy early times and 
therefore it is hard to optimize its start time. IS1 and IS3 algorithms are 
designed to have a balanced number of jobs in each machine as much as 
possible. IS2 and IS4 algorithms are designed to have a balanced 
workload in machines as much as possible. As seen in Table 3, the zig-
zagging job assignment in IS1 performs poorly compared to the 
assignment of IS3 because IS3 uses reverse-SPT to increase the number 
of early jobs while IS1 uses LPT. The assignment pattern in IS3 that starts 
to assign jobs from D to backward or forward performs better. Thus, we 
deduce that starting to assign jobs from D backward (for early jobs 
considering workloads of machines) and forward (for tardy jobs 
considering workloads of machines) is better than starting to assign jobs 
from zero start time to only forward direction. As we mention before, 
sequences of early jobs in machines include jobs with the longest du-
rations and don’t let us optimize start times of machines so this is 
another reason that explains the poor performance of IS1. Another dif-
ference between IS1 and IS3 is that IS1 uses the LPT rule in the forward 
direction for early jobs and IS3 uses reverse-SPT for early jobs. Using 
LPT for early jobs makes the schedule with less number of early jobs so 

Table 3 
Overall APD values of construction algorithms.  

Start time (α,β)  IS1 IS2 IS3 IS4 

Optimal 2,3  5.0879  0.8223  0.8422  0.7760 
Optimal 3,2  3.6122  1.0541  1.0842  1.0112 
Optimal 2,2  4.1478  0.9325  0.9547  0.8891 
Zero 2,3  5.0879  5.1974  4.9122  5.1714 
Zero 3,2  3.6122  8.2702  7.8496  8.2529 
Zero 2,2  4.1478  6.4484  6.1077  6.4277  
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the cost of tardiness increases. Thus, we may deduce that we should use 
the reverse-SPT rule for early jobs to increase the number of early jobs 
and to decrease the cost of tardy jobs under the assumption (the earli-
ness cost is less than the tardiness cost). Both IS2 and IS4 outperform IS3. 
So, we deduce that construction algorithms that balance workloads are 
better than alternatives that balance the number of jobs on the ma-
chines. IS2 and IS4 algorithms use the same job assignment method that 
selects the best machine-job pair calculation for all possible pairs’ 
workloads. The only difference between these algorithms is that IS4 uses 
SPT dispatching rule to assign tardy jobs from Dto forward direction and 
IS2 uses reverse-LPT to assign tardy jobs from a further point to D. Thus, 
we may deduce that IS4 is the best within the compared construction 
algorithms. Therefore, we use IS4 algorithm as the initial solution al-
gorithm in all improvement heuristics and compared metaheuristics. 

6.2. Experiments in the unrelated parallel machine environment 

For a fair comparison of solution approaches, we code algorithms 
using the same programming language, and also the same libraries, 
functions, and other features of the programming language. We keep 
most of the original parameters of the GA and the ABC of Arık (2020) the 
same and we make the following changes: two-point crossover operator 
is replaced with a linear order crossover (LOX) operator to decrease the 
computational effort of the proposed GA, the limit value for failures of 
proposed ABC is set as 5 for all instances and the number of scout bees in 
ABC is made equal to population size in each iteration. For SA of Arık 
(2020), the initial system temperature, stopping temperature, and 
cooling factor are adjusted as 3000, 5, and 0.8, respectively. While 
determining these parameters, we select test problems and consider the 
acceptance probabilities of the new solution found by the proposed SA. 
The other parameters are set to the original values in the study of Arık 
(2020). The parameters such as initial temperature, cooling factor, and 
interval of the number of jobs to be removed of FR&R are used as Lin 
et al. (2016) suggested. Only we do not use the maximum number of 

iterations and the maximum number of non-improvement iterations as 
termination criteria since we use a different termination criterion. For 
fair a comparison of the performance of the considered algorithms, all 
solution approaches must have the same predetermined termination 
criterion. The most used termination criterion for scheduling problems 
(see (Arık, 2021b,c; Fernandez-Viagas & Framinan, 2014; Ruiz & Stüt-
zle, 2007)) in the literature is elapsed time in milliseconds. We use 
elapsed time in milliseconds as the termination criterion. Our termina-
tion criterion for any algorithm is n*m*c milliseconds where n is number 
of jobs, m is number of machines andc is a constant. We use three 
different cvalues as c ∈ {25,50,75} in our experiments. For different 
objective function sets and c values, overall APD values of compared 
improvement algorithms and metaheuristics are given in Table 5. The 
best values are marked in bold in Table 5. 

Table 5 and Fig. 8 show heuristics that include reinsertion and swap 
operations, i.e., HR-RS&Swap, HR-RWS, and HR-VNS, outperform other 
heuristics, which include only swap or reinsertion or a metaheuristic. 
The common properties of these three best-performing algorithms are (i) 
preserving the V-Shaped property of the machine, (ii) the reinsertion- 
based local search considering V-shaped property, and (iii) using swap 
and reinsertion operations simultaneously within algorithms. Fig. 9 
presents an interval plot of APD to show the impact of including (or 
excluding) the first two of these properties. We make the plots by using 
HR-RS&Swap as a basis and making the variants by including and 
excluding (denoted by Yes and No in the plot) properties. As seen from 
Fig. 9 (a), preserving V-Shaped property and the reinsertion-based local 
search mechanism, especially having both, reduces APD substantially. 
We explain our finding as follows: Reinsertion is good at escaping local 
optima while the swap is good at improving solution. Using these op-
erations consecutively, HR-RS&Swap explores new solutions and also 
exploits the existing solutions. Furthermore, we do an ANOVA test with 
a 95% confidence level for performance comparison of solution ap-
proaches. We tested the following factors: (1) number of jobs, tested at 
four variants:100, 200, 300, and 400. (2) The number of machines, 

Table 4 
The summary of construction algorithms.  

Algorithm Strategy Assignment pattern for 
early jobs 

Assignment pattern for 
tardy jobs 

IS1 Balanced 
numbers of jobs 
in machines 

Zigzagging of jobs with 
longest processing 
times 

Zigzagging of jobs 
with smallest 
processing times 

IS2 Balanced 
workloads of 
machines 

Reverse-SPT 
assignment of jobs to 
machines with smallest 
workloads 

Reverse-LPT 
assignment of jobs to 
machines with 
smallest workloads 

IS3 Balanced 
numbers of jobs 
in machines 

Reverse-SPT 
assignment of jobs to 
machines by following 
a machine order 

SPT assignment of jobs 
to machines by 
following a machine 
order 

IS4 Balanced 
workloads of 
machines 

Reverse-SPT 
assignment of jobs to 
machines with smallest 
workloads 

SPT assignment of jobs 
to machines with 
smallest workloads  

Table 5 
Average APD values of the solution improvement algorithms for unrelated parallel machine problems.  

c  (α,β)  ABC GA SA FR&R HR-Swap HR-RS HR-RS&Swap HR-RWS HR-VNS 

25 2,3  0.7231  0.7192  0.7082  0.7081  0.7119  0.6438  0.5823  0.6054  0.5781 
50 2,3  0.7051  0.7020  0.6618  0.6770  0.7078  0.6414  0.5718  0.5838  0.5736 
75 2,3  0.6938  0.6929  0.6321  0.6544  0.7055  0.6363  0.5680  0.5753  0.5719 
25 2,2  0.9191  0.9030  0.8293  0.8097  0.7697  0.6684  0.6165  0.6356  0.6076 
50 2,2  0.8820  0.8617  0.7305  0.7351  0.7616  0.6526  0.5910  0.6026  0.5939 
75 2,2  0.8577  0.8412  0.6734  0.6999  0.7562  0.6461  0.5807  0.5880  0.5907 
25 3,2  0.8168  0.8071  0.7730  0.7682  0.7538  0.6664  0.6084  0.6273  0.5976 
50 3,2  0.7889  0.7795  0.7029  0.7128  0.7485  0.6616  0.5879  0.5983  0.5890 
75 3,2  0.7708  0.7653  0.6623  0.6856  0.7446  0.6521  0.5814  0.5858  0.5854  

Fig. 8. Interval plot of APD values of all compared methods for unrelated 
parallel machine problems. 
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tested at two variants: 5, 10, 15, and 20. (3) Solution methods for un-
related parallel machine instances, tested at nine variants that are seen 
in Table 5. (4) The c value for elapsed time limitation, tested at 3 vari-
ants: 25, 50, and 75. (5) The objective function coefficients, tested at 3 
variants: (3,2), (2,2) and (3,2). (6) Whether the algorithm uses the 
mechanism for preserving V-Shaped property, tested at 2 variants: Yes 
and No. (7) Whether the algorithm uses the local search with reinsertion, 
tested at 2 variants: Yes and No. According to our ANOVA test, all factors 
have a significant difference with a 95% confidence level because these 
factors’ P-values are less than 0.05 and equal to 0. 

6.3. Experiments in the identical parallel machine environment 

We also test solution approaches in an identical parallel machine 
environment. We consider single machine instances of Biskup and 
Feldmann (2001) as identical parallel machine instances. The original 
instances can be retrieved from http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/ 
jeb/orlib/schinfo.html. We add machines to their test instances. We use 
three test instance groups (including 50 jobs-5 machines, 100 jobs-10 
machines, and 200 jobs-15 machines) where each group has 10 in-
stances. The restrictive common due dates of instances are calculated as 
in Eq. (4) where Pij = Pj∀i. We consider different stopping criterion and 
earliness/tardiness costs as shown in Table 6. The APD values for all 
methods and all stopping criterion and earliness/tardiness costs are 
given in Table 6. The best values are marked with bold font in Table 6. 

Table 6 reveals that the best algorithm is the same for both identical 
and unrelated machine cases and it is HR-RS&Swap. As seen in Fig. 10, 
the best algorithms for the identical machine environment are the same 
algorithms for the unrelated machine environment and they outperform 
FR&R, ABC, and GA. The three properties, i.e., V-Shaped property, 
swap, and the reinsertion-based local search mechanism, are also key for 
the identical parallel machine environment. The heuristics including 
reinsertion and swap operations outperform other heuristics including 
only swap or reinsertion, and the metaheuristics that we consider. This 
can be seen also in Fig. 9 (b). Furthermore, we do an ANOVA test with a 

95% confidence level for performance comparison of solution ap-
proaches. We tested the following factors: (1) pairs for numbers of jobs 
and machines, tested at three variants: 50–5, 100–10, and 200–15. (2) 
Solution methods for identical parallel machine instances, tested at nine 
variants that are seen in Table 6. (4) The c value for elapsed time limi-
tation, tested at 3 variants: 10, 20, and 30. (5) The objective function 
coefficients, tested at 3 variants: (3,2), (2,2) and (3,2). (6) Whether the 
algorithm uses the mechanism for preserving V-Shaped property, tested 
at 2 variants: Yes and No. (7) Whether the algorithm uses the local 
search with reinsertion, tested at 2 variants: Yes and No. According to 
our ANOVA test, all factors have a significant difference with a 95% 
confidence level because these factors’ P-values are less than 0.05. We 
check the significance of the difference between HR-RS&Swap and the 
other algorithms for both unrelated and identical parallel machine 
problems. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test shows the differences are sig-
nificant with a 95% confidence level. 

Fig. 9. Interval plot of APD values of variants including/not including V-Shaped property and reinsertion based local search: (a) unrelated parallel machine 
problems, (b) identical parallel machine problems. 

Table 6 
Average APD values of improvement algorithms for identical parallel machine problems.  

c  (α,β)  ABC GA SA FR&R HR-Swap HR-RS HR-RS&Swap HR-RWS HR-VNS 

10 2,3  0.2493  0.2497  0.2245  0.1719  0.2425  0.1937  0.1520  0.1418  0.1602 
20 2,3  0.2274  0.2278  0.1680  0.1598  0.2152  0.1853  0.1466  0.1431  0.1525 
30 2,3  0.2152  0.2188  0.1532  0.1501  0.1998  0.1611  0.1404  0.1407  0.1542 
10 2,2  0.2922  0.2885  0.2392  0.1738  0.1787  0.1928  0.1521  0.1593  0.1565 
20 2,2  0.2611  0.2522  0.1758  0.1551  0.1702  0.1882  0.1493  0.1535  0.1551 
30 2,2  0.2396  0.2342  0.1610  0.1551  0.1685  0.1861  0.1487  0.1508  0.1549 
10 3,2  0.3418  0.3313  0.2315  0.1759  0.1754  0.1827  0.1574  0.1621  0.1604 
20 3,2  0.2995  0.2849  0.1704  0.1650  0.1662  0.1801  0.1561  0.1553  0.1560 
30 3,2  0.2706  0.2564  0.1560  0.1575  0.1644  0.1763  0.1547  0.1518  0.1561  

Fig. 10. Interval plot of APD values of all compared methods for identical 
parallel machine problems. 
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6.4. Discussion 

For further detailed analyses of proposed best heuristics, we inves-
tigated behaviors of swap and reinsertion operations within HR-RWS 
and HR-VNS algorithms. In Fig. 11, there is an analysis for a problem 
from unrelated parallel machine test instances. In Fig. 11 (a), the initial 
selection probability of swap increases with the number of iterations 
while that of reinsertion decreases. Fig. 11 (b) illustrates the cumulative 
number of executions. The cumulative number of swap operations is 
more than the cumulative number of reinsertion operations. However, 
the execution times of reinsertion exceeds sometimes the execution 
times of swap operation. We can observe in Fig. 11 (b), the blue curve 
(#execution time of reinsertion) exceeds sometimes the orange curve 
(#execution time of swap). Overall average selection probabilities for 
operations are 0.594 and 0.406 for swap and reinsertion operations. Our 
observation that the HR-RWS algorithm executes more swaps than 
reinsertion is attributed to that there are more improvement opportu-
nities with a swap than reinsertion. However, the success of the swap 
operator depends on the reinsertion operations because when the swap 
operator does not perform well and is trapped in local optima, then the 
reinsertion operation generates new neighbors for swapping. 

Fig. 12 illustrates execution times of swap and reinsertion operations 
within HR-VNS. The execution times of reinsertion operation are 
extremely higher than swap operation. Note that HR-VNS uses swap 
operation until there is no improvement and then it starts using rein-
sertion operation until improving the solution. As we observed from our 
experiments, the largest improvements in HR-VNS are made with swap 
operation and reinsertion operation helps the algorithm escaping from 
local optima and generating new neighbors. Although we do not depict 
these results, we report that the most (9/10) of the percentage solution 
improvement obtained by the local search operators is attributed to the 
swap in comparison to the reinsertion operation. Shortly, we may state 
that while swap operation makes big improvement in solution quality, 
reinsertion operation is good at escaping local optima and shake the 
solution space of the problem. 

Our findings that exploring the ability of reinsertion operation and 
solution improvement ability of swap operation, proposed job selection 
mechanism, and preserving V-Shaped property of machines come out as 
key observations and make the strong components of our solution 
approach for unrelated/identical parallel machine weighted earliness/ 
tardiness scheduling problem with a restrictive common due date. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we investigate unrelated parallel machine scheduling 
problems –identical machines as a special case- with the restrictive 
common due date and equal early (tardy) job weights (costs) for all jobs 

where the objective is to minimize the total weighted sum of earliness/ 
tardiness costs. In this study, we used the well-known properties of the 
problem such as the V-Shaped property and optimizing start times of 
machines. To increase the efficiency of algorithms we optimize the start 
times of machines. The SPT and LPT rules are used to distribute jobs to 
machines by following two strategies: balancing the workloads of ma-
chines and balancing the number of jobs per machine. The strategy of 
balancing workloads of machines performs better as a construction so-
lution algorithm. A simple lower bound calculation method is proposed 
to determine the efficiency of algorithms. Swap and reinsertion-based 
local search mechanisms are used for the improvement of solutions. 
We use swap and reinsertion based local searches were used together 
with three strategies: consecutively (HR-RS&Swap) applying reinsertion 
and swap together in each iteration, deterministically selection (HR- 
VNS) of swap or reinsertion in each iteration and stochastically selection 
(HR-RWS) of swap or reinsertion by using selection probabilities and 
success scores of these operators. We also consider a job selection 
mechanism to select all positions of the solution evenly for the 
reinsertion-based local search. In reinsertion local search, the proper job 
insertion positions are determined according to the V-shaped property. 
The experimental study for both identical and unrelated parallel ma-
chine cases reveals that the improvement heuristic methods including 
both swap and reinsertion-based local search mechanisms outperform 
existing metaheuristics and other improvement heuristics in solution 
quality. HR-VNS and HR-RS&Swap perform as best algorithms for un-
related parallel machine cases and HR-RWS and HR-RS&Swap are the 
best algorithms for identical parallel machine cases. For both unrelated/ 
identical machine cases, the HR-RS&Swap algorithm is the best algo-
rithms for the problem. We explain this as swap operation makes big 
improvement in solution quality and reinsertion operation is good at 
escaping local optima. HR-RS&Swap outperforms other metaheuristics 

Fig. 11. Selection probabilities (a) and execution times (b) of local search operators within HR-RWS.  

Fig. 12. Execution times of local search operators within HR-VNS.  
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and solution improvement heuristics because it has strong components 
that are the exploring ability of reinsertion operation, solution 
improvement ability of swap operation, the proposed job selection 
mechanism, and preserving V-Shaped property of machines. 

Future research may include the following directions. Proposed 
construction and improvement heuristics can be improved for the 
problem in identical/unrelated parallel machine cases where jobs have 
different earliness/tardiness weights. Additional constraints such as 
sequence-dependent setup times, release dates, and processing times 
under the effects of learning/deteriorations can be considered. The 
proposed heuristics can be integrated with the common due date 
assignment problem for parallel machines. Our solution approaches are 
applicable to similar parallel machine problems where each job has 
different earliness and tardiness weights in the objective function. The 
solution algorithms that we used for identical earliness/tardiness 
weights can be applied to the same problem with non-identical earli-
ness/tardiness weights as well. Additional constraints and problem 
characteristics such as uncertain processing times, machine break down 
and distinct earliness/tardiness weights can be considered as immediate 

extensions for our study. 
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Appendix A. The pseudo-code for the IS1 algorithm 
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Appendix B. The pseudo-code for the IS2 algorithm 
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Appendix C. The pseudo-code for the IS3 algorithm 
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Appendix D. The pseudo-code for the IS4 algorithm 
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Appendix E. The pseudo-code of the HR-Swap heuristic 
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Appendix F. The pseudo-code for preserving the V-Shaped property 

Appendix G. The pseudo-code for calculating total weighted earliness/tardiness cost 
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Appendix H. The pseudo-code for the HR-RS and the HR-RS&Swap heuristics 
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Appendix I. The pseudo-code for ReInsertion local search mechanism 
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Appendix J. The pseudo-code for the swap local search mechanism 
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Appendix K. The pseudo-code for the HR-RWS algorithm 
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Appendix L. The pseudo-code for the HR-VNS algorithm 

Appendix M. The lower bound problem 

Indices 

i: index for machines 
r: index for jobs (positions in a machine) 

Parameters: 

Pmin: the smallest processing time in the instance 
α : the earliness penalty 
β : the earliness penalty 
D : the common due date 
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Decision Variables: 

Cir : the completion time of the job assigned to position r of machine i 
Sir : the starting time of the job assigned to position r of machine i 
Xir : if a job is assigned to position r of machine i, it is 1. Otherwise, it is 0. 
Ai : the starting time of machine i to process jobs 
Eir : the earliness of the job assigned to position r of machine i 
Tir : the tardiness of the job assigned to position r of machine i 

Objective function: 

min α
∑m

i=1
∑n

r=1Eir + β
∑m

i=1
∑n

r=1Tir (1) 

Constrains 

Cir = Sir +Pmin.Xir∀r, j (2)  

Si1 = Ai∀i (3)  

Sir = Cir− 1∀i, ∀r > 1 (4)  

Cir +Eir − Tir = D∀r, j (5)  

Xir ≤ 1∀r, j (6)  

∑m

i=1
Xir = 1∀r (7)  

∑m

i=1

∑n

r=1
Xir = n (8)  

Xir ∈ {0, 1}∀r, j (9)  

Cir, Sir,Eir, Tir ≥ 0∀r, j (10) 

The objective function (1) is to minimize the weighted earliness/tardiness cost of the lower bound problem. Constraint (2) assures that the 
completion time of the job that is assigned to positionr of machine i is equal to the sum of its starting time and the hypothetical processing time (if a job 
is assigned to position r of machine i). Constraint (3) shows that starting time of the first job in machinei depends on a decision variable to minimize the 
objective function value. Constraint (4) shows that the starting time of the job in position r of machine i equals to the completion time of the job 
assigned in the previous position of the same machine. Constraint (5) shows calculations of earliness and tardiness durations. Constraint (6) assures 
that one position of a machine can be used only for one job at most. Constraint (7) shows that each job must be assigned. Constraint (8) assures that the 
number of total assigned jobs is equal to the number of jobs. Constraints (9–10) show necessary domains of decision variables. 

Appendix N. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2021.115916. 
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